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In our Section 4, parentheses should be included as
Tedeschi indicates, but in his letter, he has reversed the
subscripts 1 and 2.
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eliminated without having to semantically analyze them
[2,4,5].
Furthermore, citation analysis based on two easy-to-do
snowballing techniques can be useful to add the papers
that are eligible for the LSR but that were missed by semantic classification and crowdsourcing techniques1.
Backward snowballing consists of analyzing the references of the initial search results and of all the papers
that were cited by the initial search results and then include
the papers that cite or are cited by a significant number of
initial search results in the LSR. Forward snowballing consists of analyzing the references of all the papers indexed in
the database and include in the LSR the papers that cite a
significant number of initial search results [3,6].
Moreover, papers that are co-cited with the initial search
results in the analyzed database (and that are not included
in the initial set of considered papers for the LSR) are
very likely to be related to the topic of the LSR [2,7]. These
papers are easy to find and to include in the LSR using the
analysis of the references of all the papers that cite initial
search results.
For these reasons, citation analysis should be used for
creating and updating LSRs.

[1] Tedeschi F. A clarification on odds ratios as conditional risk ratios. J
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Citation analysis is also useful to assess the
eligibility of biomedical research works for
inclusion in living systematic reviews
I have read with much interest the JCE series advocating
the use of human efforts and machine automation to create
and update living systematic reviews (LSRs) [1]. I recognize that the series provides important information on
how biomedical research works are verified as eligible for
inclusion in LSRs using semantic classification and crowdsourcing techniques [1]. However, this paper has not dealt
with another technique that has been recently shown to
be useful (when jointly used with semantic classification
and crowdsourcing techniques) in assessing the eligibility
of papers for inclusion in LSRs: This important technique
is citation analysis [2e6].
It has been shown that evidence identified by traditional methods that are neither cited by nor citing other
initial search results (not included in the citation network
of the initially selected papers) do not relate to the topic
of the LSR and had been included in the initial set of
search results by error. Such papers can be easily
DOI of original article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2017.08.011.
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Less than 1% of the total number of papers that should be considered
for the LSR according to [1]. This fact can be explained by the
nonindexation of these few papers in the analyzed reference database or
by the use of a language other than English when writing them.
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Citation analysis may well have a role to play
in study identification, but more evaluation
and system development are required
I would like to thank Houcemeddine Turki [1] for his interest in the paper that I and my colleagues recently published [2], and for drawing our attention to the potential
utility of citation networks for identifying eligible studies
for inclusion in systematic reviews.
I agree that citation analysis may well have a role to play
in the future along the lines suggested but feel that further
research and development is needed. Most significantly, no
study has evaluated these approaches at scale (eg, by looking across all systematic reviews in the Cochrane Library),
so we do not know yet how generalizable these techniques
are. One of the reasons for this is that it has been quite difficult to generate citation networks automatically. This factor
has not only limited the evaluation work that has hitherto
been possible but also points to a weakness in our information architecture more broadly: that, even if citation networks might be useful, we cannot generate them in a
reliable and automated way. (This last limitation may be
changing with the emergence of the new Microsoft Academic Graph API, which is designed to support the creation
of citation networks automatically.)
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When using citation data, the reviewer needs to be always cautious that they are not simply reinforcing the effect
of publication bias. We know that researchers tend to operate as communities, publishing with one another, attending
the same conferences, and citing each other’s papers. An
over-reliance on snowballing techniques can miss important ‘clusters’ of studies in situations where they are not
connected to the papers already identified. I agree with
Mr Turki, that citation data might be considered useful
when combined with semantic classification, rather than
on its own, and looking forward to see more evaluative
studies in this area, using services which enable citation
networks to be created quickly, reliably, and at scale.
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